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INSPIRE WONDERFUL MOMENTS.
ONE GIFT AT A TIME.

Share the Magic of the Season with

GIFTS OF WONDER
Find the perfect way to share your love of
the ROM with Gifts of Wonder for family
and friends. Give a meaningful gift to someone
special on your list while supporting educational
programs at the Museum. When you give a Gift of
Wonder, you help children and youth experience the
ROM, bring learning programs to diverse communities
across Canada, and ensure accessibility for all visitors
with different needs and abilities.

rom.on.ca/giftsofwonder

GIVEAY
TOD

Give a meaningful gift
in three simple steps:

Go online to browse
our gift catalogue.

Select a gift for
someone special.

Receive an e-card and tax
receipt with every purchase!

SPONSOR A SCHOOL
VISIT TO THE ROM
Help remove the financial barriers of a
class trip to the ROM.
These gifts help connect students who
would otherwise have limited opportunities
to visit the Museum to a world of wonder
and discovery.

BUS A CLASS TO THE ROM
Give a gift that subsidizes the cost of transportation
for a whole class to get to the Museum!

GUIDE A CLASS THROUGH THE MUSEUM
Help a class make the most of their day with a gift
that takes them on a guided tour of the Museum’s
galleries and gets them touching real objects in
hands-on labs led by experienced educators.

SUPPORT RESOURCES THAT
BRING LEARNING TO LIFE
Inspire a passion for lifelong learning through hands-on activities,
and help students deepen their understanding of the world.
Share your love of learning with gifts that put students at the
centre of discovery.

BUY ARTS & CRAFTS SUPPLIES
Give a child the chance to become an archaeologist
for a day! Your gift will provide the essentials for
hands-on learning, and allow students to express
their creativity.

HELP CONNECT CHILDREN WITH NATURE
Get children and youth excited about biodiversity
and conservation with a gift that provides supplies
for a BioBlitz—an annual 24-hour marathon that
brings together citizen scientists to record all the
species they find in the Credit River Watershed.

BRING ROM LEARNING TO
CLASSROOMS ACROSS CANADA
These gifts help bring ROM Learning directly to communities
that are not able to visit the Museum.
Travelling programs are the most impactful way to reach kids at
schools with financial and geographic barriers to getting to the
ROM. Give a gift that helps ensure students across Canada are
able to experience the wonder of their Museum.

TRAVELLING EDUKITS
Give a gift that covers the rental costs of our Travelling
EduKits—portable cases filled with ROM objects and
dino-sized learning activities—that allow classes to
engage in multi-sensory learning.

HELP BUILD A TRAVELLING EXHIBITION
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Imagine the wonder and excitement found within
our galleries, packaged in cases that travel all over
Canada to be seen by hundreds of thousands of
eager learners. Your gift will help support a new
travelling exhibition, bringing the inspiration of the
ROM’s collections and research to new communities.

MAKE LEARNING MORE ACCESSIBLE FOR ALL
With one million annual visitors, the ROM welcomes a diverse audience
with different needs and abilities. These gifts will help ensure the ROM
continues to be a place that can be accessed and enjoyed by everyone.
Make a real difference in the lives of our visitors by giving a gift that
uniquely connects them to the Museum.

BRING OBJECTS TO LIFE WITH 3D PRINTING
Help make our collections more accessible to learners
living with vision loss with a gift that supports tactile
experiences through 3D printing of ROM objects.

ENABLE A TOUR FOR A FAMILY AFFECTED
BY AUTISM
This gift supports learning for a family with a child affected
by autism, providing visual flashcards that transform a visit
to the ROM into a scavenger hunt of discovery.
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GIVE TODAY
rom.on.ca/giftsofwonder
Donations made to the ROM’s Gifts of Wonder program go towards providing
meaningful and memorable educational experiences for ROM audiences. The
products and programs described in this catalogue are representative of the
Museum’s many needs. Funds in excess of those required to support Gifts of
Wonder initiatives will go towards the Museum’s highest priorities.
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